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ABSTRACT

The Advent of Cytological driven cancerdiagnosis

widely accepted with the constanteffort of

Dr.Papincolaou’s research worksince 1943.

Demanding need to automate thisimage processing

approach for precancerousdetection has gone through

multiple phases inthe last decade [1] [2]. This paper

proposes aGreedy Algorithm approach for an

automatedprocessing of the Pap smear images

inidentifying the malignant cells using

chromaticbehavior of the stained images. The

uniquecontribution of this approach is to process

theimages with the less number of cycles

anddiscriminate normal cells from cervical

cancercells thereby increase the efficiency of

thesystem while not overlooking the accuracy.

Ascompared to the classical approaches appliedfor

the same medical challenge 0.07% to0.03% false

positive result is proven by thisapproach. This paper

also highlights the needfor overlapped nucleus

processing [3] usingthe same approach that helps in

detecting thehidden cells during automated image

analysis.There has been similar work carried out

bymany forerunners but this paper uniquely address

how chromatic behavior of the imagecan be used in

identifying cell differences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the establishment of cell theory in the

beginning 19th century, which recognized the cell as

the fundamental building unit of life, biologists have

sought to detail the underlying principles. Significant

discoveries were made over the course of many

decades of research [4]. The longing desire to attain

a complete understanding of the cellular mechanism

and how to manipulate them is the constant effort

spent till this day by many researchers across the

globe. Image Segmentation is often considered as

the keystone of image analysis process. Specifically

since cellular morphology is an important phenotypic

feature that is symptomatic of the physiological state

of a cell, and the since the cell contour is often

required for subsequent analysis of intracellular

process (Zooming in or zooming out) the problem of

cell segmentation has received increasing attention

in the past [4]

The father of microbiology Antonie Philips van

Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723) first paved a starting point

in 1670 AD towards improving and exploiting

microscopic imaging for studying life at the cellular

level. The initial use of computers for the cell analysis

date back more than 50 Years. For the first time

around 1950s Computer systems were developed to

automate the classification of smears of exfoliated
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cells with an objective to detect cervical cancer

applying threshold-based decision rules to serial one-

dimensional microscopic line scans of a specimen

[5]. 1960’s automated processing of 2D images were

experimented to find out the differential counting of

White Blood Cells (WBC - Leukocytes) based on

simple chromatic and morphological measurements

[6], in mid-1970’s routine clinical test hit the market

with computer circuits enabling paralyzing the

analysis of image of the previous cell while grabbing

the image of the previous cell and at the same time

locating next cell in the specimen.

II. BACKGROUND

The Papanico laou smear method, is a medical pro-

cedure to find pre-cancerous cells in the uterine cer-

vix. A small cytological specimen from the uterine

cervix (see figure 2) is collected with a special cyto-

brush and smeared onto a glass slide. Then the slide

is stained using the Papanicolaou method, so the dif-

ferent components of the cells are emphasized with

specific colors. This glass slide is then viewed under

a microscope, so cyto-technicians can diagnose the

cells on the glass slide to identify the intensity of the

pre-cancerous cells.

Figure 1. Single Pap smear Image

Cyto-technicians use several different features to get

a cell diagnosis. The size, color, shape and the texture

of the nucleus and cytoplasm is used. The density of

cells in a certain area, can influence the diagnosis. It

takes a skilled cytotechnician, to be able to

differentiate between the different cells. [7] Every

glass slide, can contain up to 300.000 cells. Therefore

it is a time consuming job viewing the slides

The Papanicolaou cells

Ideally specimens are taken from several areas of

the cervix. Depending on the area, the cyto-brush,

cotton stick or the wooden stick is used. The

specimens most often contain cells from the columnar

epithelium and the squamous epithelium. The

columnar epithelium is located in the upper part of

the cervix, and the squamous epithelium in the lower

part. In between these two areas, the metaplastic

epithelium is found, also called the transformation

zone

Figure 2: Extraction of Vaginal Cells (1.Extract 2. by

rotating the swab the cells is collection, 3. Staining the

cells with reagents on the glass for microscopic

observation)
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In the squamous epithelium there are 4 layers of cells.

The cells start outbeing formed at the basal layer

and while maturing they move out through

theparabasal layer, the intermediate layer and at last

out through the superficiallayer. The cells in the basal

layer divide and deliver cells to the layers above it.

While the cells mature and move through the layers,

[8] they change shape, colorand other characteristics.

When the cells reach through the superficial layerthey

are rejected and replaced by the cells coming from

below. The basal layerhas small round cells with a

relative big nucleus and a little cytoplasma.

Whenmaturing, the nucleus becomes smaller and the

cytoplasma becomes bigger.The shape of the cells

become less round the more mature they are.The

columnar epithelium only contains a single layer of

cells, the basal layer here contains columnar cells

and reserve cells. The reserve cellsdivides into new

reserve cells and into columnar cells.The metaplastic

epithelium consists of reserve cells from the columnar

epithelium. When the cells have matured fully in the

metaplastic epithelium,they look like the cells found

in the squamous epithelium.When the genetic

information in a cell somehow has changed, the cell

willnot divide as it should. This is a pre-cancerous

cell [9].

Figure 3 : The uterus in details and the location of a)

columnar cells and b) squamous cells

Figure 4 : Development of the squamous

cells through the four layers

Depending on whichkind of cell that is dividing

incorrectly, it is given diagnoses like dysplasia

andcarcinoma in situ. The dysplastic cells are divided

up into mild, moderateand severe dysplastic. The

graduation into different degrees of dysplasia

aredetermined from the probability of the cells later

on turning into malignantcancer cells. A high amount

of the mild dysplastic cells will disappear without

becoming malignant, whereas severe dysplastic cells
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quite likely will turninto malignant cells. In medical

terms these are divided into 2 different main

diagnoses :

1. Dysplasia. The term “plasia” means growth,

and dysplasia means disordered growth.The cervical

dysplasia are normally divided into 3 types: mild,

moderate and severe, describing the risk that the

cells turn into malignant cancer cells. [10] Mild

means of course lowestrisk. The characteristics of

cells in dysplasia depends on the kind. In the mild

dysplasiathey have enlarged and light nucleus. For

the moderate dysplasia the nucleus is larger

anddarker. The nucleus has begun to deteriorate,

which is seen as a granulation of the nucleus.In severe

dysplasia the nucleus is large, dark and often

deformed. The cytoplasm is darkand small when

compared to the nuclei.

2. Carcinoma-in-situ. Carcinoma-in-situ means

“cancer in place” and is characterized ofvery large

nucleus. In the past, there was a tendency to treat

“carcinoma-in-situ” as a muchmore serious problem

than severe dysplasia, when in fact they are

essentially the same The pre-malignant cells are

characterized by alarger nucleus and a bigger N/C

ratio [11][12]

The N/C ratio is given by :

III. CLASSIFICATION

Complexity in cervical cytological image analysis is

that of getting more false positive results due to lack

of classifying the false cases as opposed to true cases

and also it is observed that it is highly complicated

process to generalize the cell pattern in identifying

the exact shape of the carcinoma cells during

automation. However based on the Human

experience this has been categorized before

automated processing. As defined below there are

two major categories by which any cells that is

subjected to smear image analysis will be categorized.

[13] Cells that do not fall under any of the category

is considered as wrong image or out of the scope

images. Those images will not be providing the

results though the right approach is followed during

image processing methods and techniques.

Normal Cells

Table 1: Normal Cells Classification

Classifier01 
Superficialsquamous 
N-Shape: Flat /Oval 
Nucleus  : Very Small 
N/C       : Very Small 

Classifier 02 

Intermediate squamous 

N-Shape: Round 
Nucleus : Nucleus Large 
N/C       : Small 

Classifier 03 
Columnar 
N-Shape: Column Like 
Nucleus : Large 
N/C       : Medium 
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Abnormal Cells

Table 2 : Abnormal Cell Classification

The above [14] [15]seven cell classification is

oriented on the core attributes such as Size, area,

shape and brightness of both nucleus (N) and

cytoplasm (C). Listed below are the parameters

considered for the processing of the stained cell image

on the segmented area

Table 3 : Parameters for cervical cancer cells

detection

Parameter Definition for C N

• Area - Calculated by counting the corresponding

pixels of the segmented picture, pixel area

(0.201µm)2

• Brightness–it is calculated as the average

perceived brightness, that is the function of the

colors wavelength where Y= 0.299 * Redµ +

0.587 * Greenµ + 0.114 * Blueµ( Average

intensity of the colors)

• Longest Diameter – The biggest distance

between any of the two points of the border

• Shortest Diameter – The shortest distance

between any of the two points of the border

Classifier04 
Mild dysplasia 
Nucleus :light / large 
N/C       : medium 

Classifier 05 

Moderate dysplasia 

Nucleus : Large / dark 
Cytoplasm : dark 
N/C : Large 

Classifier 06 
Severe dysplasia 
Nucleus : Large /dark/ 
deform 
Cytoplasm : dark 
N/C       : Very Large 

Classifier : 07 
Carcinoma in Situ 
Nucleus : Large /dark/ 
deform 
N/C : Very Large 

Nucleus Cytoplasm 

area (B) area  (C) 

brightness (E) brightness (F) 

shortest 
diameter(G) 

shortest diameter (K) 

longest diameter 
(H) 

longest diameter (L) 

elongation (I) elongation (M) 

roundness (J) roundness (N) 

perimeter (O) perimeter (P) 

maxima (R) maxima in C (T) 

minima (S) minima in C (U) 

N/C ratio (D) 

relative position (Q) 
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• Elongation – ration between shortest and

longest distance ,

N
elong = 

N
short

/N
long, 

C
elong = 

C
short

/C
long

• Roundness – ratio between the actual area and

the area inside the circle given by the longest

diameter of the object

N
circle

 = ð /4 * N2
long

=>N
roundedness = 

N
area

/N
circle

C
circle

 = ð /4 * C2
long

=>C
roundedness = 

C
area

/C
circle

• Perimeter – The length of the perimeter around

the object

• Nucleus Relative Position- a measure of how

well the nucleus is centered in the cytoplasm. It

is calculated by finding the distance between the

nucleus center and the center of the cytoplasm

• Maxima / Minima – Count of how many pixel

values of maximum / minimum value inside of

three pixels

• N/C ratio – denotes how small the nucleus area

is compared to the area of the cytoplasm

Figure 5 : a) Class 01 normal Picture b)
segmented picture of class 01 c) a binary cell
picture with background (white) cytoplasm
(black) and Nucleus (grey)

IV. EXPERIMENT

Data Collection

The images are collected from microscope on 400X

magnification with the resolution of 568*768 in 24

bit colors scaling 0.201 µm/pixel from the Government

Hospital Chennai and Holy Spirit Hospital Mumbai,

and image standards and preprocessing were

followed from existing processed image database.

These images were captured by the microscope

connected through camera and PC.Taking into

consideration of the above the parameters a native

image processing tool is developed in identifying or

isolating the nucleus by which the ‘Carcinoma in situ’

are identified.

Preprocessing and Training

Every image collected from the healthcare center is

classified and preprocessed with the cytotechnologist

expert’s advice. Images that cannot be processed

were removed from the collected images and thus a

total of 355 images were collected who fall into 1, 2,

3 classes and 445 images of 4, 5, 6, 7 classes. The

images of class 1, 2, 3 were taken into the system by

training them for the models that corresponds to Non-

cancerous smears conditions. 4, 5, 6, 7 images were

taken to train the system for identifying cancerous

smears. Every image is of single nucleus. Every

image is uniquely stored in the database for

identification with its class types. These images are

used as a benchmarked source for identifying

cancerous positive or negative

A b C 
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Process Flow

Patient’s Pap smear image is loaded to RESult

PROvider(RESPRO 2.0 – The software specifically

designed to compare other cervical cancer detection

algorithms against Greedy Algorithm)

1) Pap smear image registration happens with

RESPRO

2) Pap smear  image filters are applied so as to

make it processable

3) The 19 factors around Cytoplasm and Nucleus

are identified

4) Based on the parameters True Positive (4, 5,

6, 7) or  False Positive (classes of 1, 2, 3) are

identified and categorized

5) Every nuclei along with cytoplasm is marked

in with respective colors so that marking is

visible for users

6) Depending upon the Expert Knowledge and the

benchmark result is provided on the image

Successive Greedy Algorithm

Classical algorithms referred under Figure 7 depicts

most of the algorithms used in image cervical smear

image analysis.These are some of the famous

approaches followed by various methods in order

for the same purpose. The bigger challenge with

these algorithm is always they take in to account of

the image as only true positive. This increases the

error rate. Images that has lot of defects will still

return the false positive results due to the factor it is

taking for processing the image.  However this

Greedy Algorithm proposed here stands unique in

identifying the distance of every nuclei and cytoplasm

by identifying its unique points in terms of its curve

at its pixel level.The important advantage of

processing at every pixel level will validate the image

first and then start accepting the image for the positive

result. Let G be the graph that is identified for

processing, there exists multiple nodes that has

combinations of nucleus (N), cytoplasm (C) using

grey level region identification methods. Load the

image in to the system, convert the picture into its

underlying image array, the array contains the every

pixel as per the image and a three dimensional array

that has X, Y, Z where X contains x axis of the pixel

and Y contains Y axis of the pixel and Z contains the

color code that is associated at the pixel background

Core Algorithm

Convert Image into basic RGB for all pixels in

Images

1. Read pixel G(x,y)

2. Identify the chromatic (R |G|B)

3. From the database compare theR|G|B

benchmark that identifies a class type

4. If the cell color falls under definedranges 0

to 255 Mark them as possible region of Cell

Nucleolus

4.1. Mark them with labels End Condition End

of all pixels Collate all Labels and draw lines

betweenevery label
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Figure 6 :

a) Cancerous cells before processing,

b) Cancerous cells is identified with its axis marked

with boundaries

For every G (N | C) identify the points using the

masking color applied on the region along with the

row matches such as Black, Blue, Deep Blue.

Whenever the pixel matches a black and subsequently

with the Blue color the points are marked thus the

image identifies its outer boundary at the first iteration

going through every pixel of the image. In the second

iteration the array is compared against the Blue color

with the Deep Blue Color, since the image is going

to have only these three colors thus system process

the image on the whole and marks the points for its

every edges. Once all the e is identified the standard

parameters (Refer Table 3) value are calculated

from its pixels.In the last iteration the marks that

were separated against Black, Blue and Deep Blue

are marked. [16] [17-24] The standard parameters

such as shape, size of the Nucleus along with the

Cytoplasm is taken into account and basing on the

classifier 4,5,6,7 the classification is still narrowed

down to dysplasia or Carcinoma in situ is identified.

Deviation of accuracy in images were discarded

those that are not proper for image processing those

image are neglected

Table 4 :

Acuteness identification table for the cancer cells

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we have highlighted about how

theMultiple regions finding algorithms in Pap smear

images have been extensively covered in the history

of Pap smear image analysis on the whole, the

comparison of the existing algorithms against the

proposed Greedy Algorithm has been compared

across 50 Pap smear mages of which, the results

provided by Greedy algorithm.

a b

Degree of Dysplasia 
Normal Mild Moderate Severe 

Nucleus Area 
20-50 50 50 50 

Nucleus Intensity 
Dark light Dark dark 

Cytoplasm Intensity 
Light light Dark dark 

N/C Ratio 
1-2% 10-20% 20-50% > 50% 
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Table 5 : Indicative of the accuracy as compared to

classical approaches
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As compared to the error rate generated by the other

algorithm on the same image has been 0.7% to 0.3

%. The false positive rate was high in most of the

algorithms listed down. The Greedy Algorithm works

best condition with 0.4% error rate. However there

are other improvements such as overlapping images

and pixel quality those determine the results.

Figure 7 : Efficiency of Greedy Algorithm over

conventional approaches and the false positive results

percentage is displayed against each approach

VI. FUTURE SCOPE

Future direction would be to improvise the present

Greedy Algorithm at cervical smear image processing

so that error rate could be reduced at a great extent

lowering the bound from 3% to 0%. The shape of

the nuclei and cytoplasm is an important factor in

finding the true positives as such this is one of the

real time challenge to narrow down to 0%. This

algorithm can be used in multi nuclei images especially
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when they are overlapped [25]. Because the

classification and image processing is carried out at

the pixel level using chromatic behavior of the images,

[26] proposed GreedyAlgorithm will be a preferred

choice in find the hidden nuclei region andcomparing

to other algorithms this will yield a good result as the

number of steps for converging to the intended result

is quicker and shorter
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